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Homebase for 
climate entrepreneurs

https://www.crowdsolve.eco/


Only 1% of climate startups are 
accepted into accelerators

Solving the defining issue of our time requires
thousands of innovative ideas ,  builds, tests, 

and launches - and a crowd of support.



“Organize my vision…”

DWAYNE CALDWELL
 FOUNDER & CEO, ENSPI.IO

CROWDSOLVE INNOVATOR

"CrowdSolve organizes my
vision in a way that offers peer

& mentor feedback. After
completing the Blox, I can
update that vision as the

project grows."



measurable climate impact 

     at scale.

WE BRING CURRICULUM CONTENT &
MENTORS TO FIRST-TIME CLIMATE

FOUNDERS TO HELP THEM ACHIEVE 



One platform where
climate innovation
comes together

Where aspiring entrepreneurs
get just-in-time resources,
connections, and insights for
their climate-focused innovation.



In partnership with
accelerators

With a community of supporters,
mentors, and experts, we help
first-time founders take 
steps toward competitive
accelerators, investors,
customers, and partners. 

.eco/partner

https://www.crowdsolve.eco/partners


.eco/partners

Aliris Tang, Co-Founder
Penn Climate Ventures
Crowdsolve Partner

We can't solve alone

Accelerators, universities, &
government agencies 
joining together to empower 
a generation of climate
entrepreneurs.

https://www.crowdsolve.eco/partners
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How
It Works

New members share 
their climate story



2
Entrepreneurs add 

their innovations

Mentors, experts, & investors
browse, support, and advise

innovations.



33

√

Innovators complete modules (“Blox”) to
move their venture forward

Mentors validate progress, give
feedback, and make connections.



Innovation Web3 Ecosystems Powered By

SOLV Reward Tokens

Innovators
Use tokens to move through
curriculum and "Blox" stages. 

Experts
Experts and mentors earn tokens
for sharing their expertise. 

Sponsors
Mentors and sponsors use tokens
to sponsor innovations. 

Partners
Universities & accelerators earn
tokens for referring innovators.  

.eco/SOLV

“Cutting-edge climate action space requires local action in an
interconnected global ecosystem. SOLV offers a personalized and
easy way to celebrate climate innovators one token at a time.” 
- Chris McCarthy, Chief Economist at CrowdSolve

https://www.crowdsolve.eco/solv






WORLD
SELF

Your
Your

The climate journey invites each person to a deeper connection with
others and ourselves - from the tech in our hands to the food on our
tables. Outward and inward, join us to work for the good, the true, the

beautiful climate of our inner worlds, too. We’re all in this together. 
A changing climate changes everything. 



"I love watching the team 
they've pulled together."

Jackie Ros Amable
CrowdSolve Investor

Simon Julien
CrowdSolve Innovator

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSFe7atRbNM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkE92msYhbY
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacqueline-ros/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/simon-julien/


Tim Wolters
CEO & CTO
 
Tim founded 1000 Gretas, 
and formerly 3 venture backed software
companies. His last company was
RoundPegg and was a Techstars alumni
in 2010. He is a software nerd at heart.

Leah Bowes
COO

Leah is a seasoned customer
experience and operations executive
who has spent her career dedicated to
creating world-class customer
experiences and building great teams. 

The founders



Rob Kellogg 
Innovation

Chris McCarthy PhD
Chief Economist

Allie Reitz
Product Design

Naphtali Obed
Innovator-in-Residence

Jack Fritzinger 
Partnerships

The team

Brandon Line 
Product Management

Tim Schuster
Branding & Marketing

Kenzie Yates
Growth Marketing



Conscious Urgency

Collaborative DNA

A Spirit of Celebration

Partners with common values



Is CrowdSolve an accelerator?
No. We help aspiring founders build and test innovations

that will be appealing to competitive accelerators. 

Frequently solved questions

Is CrowdSolve for first-time founders?
Yes - if they are focused on clean-tech, carbon

capture, or climate innovation. 

What is the theory of change? 
From 1,000s of ideas, solutions, and innovations, we'll see

scalable, impactful climate solutions emerge.

Why now? 
If not now, when? If not us, who? 

Who is the Crowd? What are they Solving?
Founders, supporters, partners, agencies, mentors, and

investors solving together the defining crisis of our time.

Last question. Can we have fun? Can we build with a
spirit of celebration and collaborative DNA? 

Yes. 



In the coming years, every business will be a climate business.

100,000 climate innovators
are gestating ideas globally

99,000 don't make it to launch 

$1B market opportunity  

The opportunity / how we make money

At $3,200 per innovation paid by
innovators, partners, and sponsors.



What if an investment 
could solve for zero?

Your one investment launches
1000s of climate businesses.
 

Many of them will have launched
with CrowdSolve. Invest at the
intersection of planet and market
opportunities. 
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120k+ climate innovations by '27
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Gt - gigaton, or 1 billion,
tons of GHG emissions
removed or prevented

600 Million Lives
Impacted by 2050

2.5Gt per 1000 companies
Based on the Project Drawdown 
framework



Sedale Turbovsky
Founder

Join 85+ investors fueling the movement

"CrowdSolve is cracking the
code on collaboration and
climate action. Amazing
team and amazing
company!"

.eco/wefunder

https://www.crowdsolve.eco/wefunder


Too big to solve
Aspiring Climate Founders Are Why We Believe It's Not 

Our 2023 goal is to help more than 1,000 climate
founders and clean-tech entrepreneurs build, test, and
launch innovations. Solving the defining issue of our
time requires testing and launching thousands of
innovative, climate ideas - and a crowd of support.



Invest today
OUR CROWD IS YOUR CROWD. LET'S GET YOU IN.


